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Magoon Resigns-New SGA Preside t
By Kimberly J. Murphy

News Editor
It is official. Student Government Association (SGA) President Daniel Magoon tendered
his resignation this past week, to
become effective on Friday,
November 30, 1984. According
to the Student Government
Association Constitution, the
First Vice-President "shall
become the SGA President
when and if the office becomes
vacant upon the death, resignation, or removal of office." This
means that David Carreiro will
step into the shoes of the president and fulfill the respective
duties, until he graduates this
December. The Comment
recently caught up with President Magoon to ask him exactly
why he resigned and what he

plans to do in the future, and
with the new President to find
out what he plans to do in the
remaining two weeks left of his
term.
Murphy: "I realize that you
and The Comment, in general,
have had their differences in the
past. Their relevancy to_ the mat-

ter of your resignation, however, may or may not pertain to
your reason for this action. This
is up to you to say, as this is a
straight news story - no commentary, no inuendo, etc., will
be implied. If you do not, then
the reader will have to decide for
himself the relevancy of these
pa~l grievances with your deci-

sion. Why exactly did
resign?"

Magoon: .. If it had (anything
to do with ) The Comment, I
would have been gone long ago.
I don't like the job - I liked
bejng Attorney General...I liked
the job (the presidency) because.
See CARREIRO p. 13

Search and Seizure; Student Wants
To Know What Is "Reasonable"
On Tuesday, November
27, 1984, Paul Elias, President of the Class of'87, disco- .

Housing: "When Peter and I
went to Tim Millerick's office
to see what was taken, I dis-.
covered that my jacket, my
gym bag and clothes, my
jumper cables, my book, and
a notebook (which was

vcn.:d that hi.~ jacket, a bag

Petc-r''s) were in. M!Herick's

By John J. Beaton
Staff Writer
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·. jumper cables, were missing
from- his room at Shea/ Durgin residence halls.
On Thursday, November
29, Mr. Gerard Stenerson,
Staff Assistant for Housing
(Division of Student Services), talked to Paul's friend
Peter Cruickshank. Stenerson informed Cruickshank
that Head Resident of Shea/Durgin, Tim Millerick, had
found clothes and books. of
his in Elias' room at 520
Durgin.
According to Elias in a letter sent to Vice-President
David P. Deep and Maureen
FitzGerald, Director of

why he entered my room
when I was not present and
took my belongings, he said
that he was told to do this by
Gerry Stenerson. The alleged
reason for the search was that
Cruickshank was illegally
taking up residence in Elias'
room.
Elias continued: "I am
quite upset over this - for a
couple of reasons. One is that
I feel that to
into somebody) room and confiscate
their belongings is not right,
for any reason. Another reas9n is that Tim Millerick
never asked for, or
announced, a room inspec-

go

tion, and also, that I was
never told by Millerick or
anyone else until two days
after I noticed that my
belongings were missing."
According to Bridgewater
State's Student Handbook,

Affairs Committee of the
Board of Trustees (which was
subsequently reviewed by
Vice President Deep).
I n the I e tt e r d a t e d
November 21, 1984, Magoon
stated: "Under the "State-

Ne\v Dhnensions 1984-1985,

ment of Ri.g;hts and Respon-

p. 103 Residential Inspection
and Search item 4: "Except in

sibilities" (a sectio..n in the
Student Handbook, p. 52) we
propose a change in item 4.
The ·word unauthorized we
find vague and overbroad. It
should read .. unreasonable".
Under the current language a
search may. be unreasonable
but could be authorized. We
feel students should be free
from unreasonable searches.
The term unreasonable has
been interpreted by courts so
that citizen..s are aware of
what their righ~s are."
Magoon continued, "Any
searches of ad ormitory room
for safety and health reasons
should be announced to all
students to give them reaso-

cases of imminent danger, or
if the occupant cannot be
located, the occupant wm be
invited to be present and will
be informed of the reason for
the examination." There
were no signs of "imminent
danger" and according to
Elias he could have been easily located if Stenerson had
only tried.
The incident involving
Elias occurred less than a
week after farmer Student
Government president,
Daniel· Magoon, sent a proposal to Walter S. Siwik Jr.,
Chairman of the Student

....
nable notice. Searches for
any reason other than health
and safety should not be
allowed unless probable
cause can he shown that a
violation of school policies or
state law has occured. A student should be allowed to
object to any evidence that
was obtained illegally .... "
Elias stated, "So what I
would like to know is,. how/ why Tim Millerick, or. any
head resident, can enter my
room and take my personal
belongings without notifying
me of. a room inspection .... And how d.o you justify
Mr. Stenerson authorizing
search and seizure of little
more than my clothes?"
The Comment was not
abie to reach Student Services for response before press
time. A follow-up story,
including Administrative
responses, will appear in next
week's issue.

Student Leaders Speak. Out
Against Reduction of Spring Break
By Gregory Mathis

Staff Writer
The students at Bridgewater
State College were polled last
week during the registration
period as to whether or not they
feel the Christmas vacation
should be extended by one week
and Spring Break cut down to
one week.
To get a general reaction, The
Comment spoke with various
student leaders on campus
including Mat thew Peter

Donoghue, Student Trustee, · helps students come back
David Carreiro former 1st Vice . refreshed to work."
President of the SGA and curThe current President of the
rent acting President, and Denis
SGA, David Carreiro attended
Lawrence. who has made' the
a university that had this policy
issue a campaign one in the
implemented. "When I attended
upcoming election for I st Vice
the University of MassachuPresident.
_..,
setts, we had the entire month of·
"A vacation of some length l January off and a one week
believe is academically a good
break in March," Carreiro also'
policy," ~aid Trustee Donoghue. · pointed out that the one week
"It comes (Spring Break) during vacation seemed rushed and
the busiest and longest semester that he has enjoyed the two week
and students become mentally
policy .that is currently at
and physically fatigued. Keeping Spring Break two weeks

2·
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Campaign Letters for the
Office of First Vice
President of the SGA

Ralph Plotke

Hello,
_My name is Jeff Nummelin, I
am the Student Gov't Assoc.
2nd Vice President. I am writing
to you in regards to the upcoming election for the First VicePresident seat .. There are many
people who are not aware of the
situation at hand involved in
this election. I would like to
explain to those unaware what
exactly is happening. The current First Vice-President David
Hello,
My name is Ralph Plotke. I
am running for the position of
1st Vice-President for the SGA.
I have been interested in thisjob
for a while and feel I have the
best qualifications to uphold the
position respectfully.
I have been a Senator-AtLarge in 83/84, 84/85 and have
complete knowledge of how the
Student Government runs as a
body. I am presently on the AllCollege Committee, the Ways
and Means Committee, and I
am the treasurer of the Greek
Council. I also was the Homecoming Day parade coordinator.
I have a lot of things I would
also like to see accomplished
thi~ year. I also have certain
objectives I will be working on
whether elected or not. I am
·~·,,~..Y.QJJ<in . on a !us minus ra ing system. I have worked to ,
change the dorm eviction policy
and am presently in the middle
of fighting this battle, so that

dorm students will be treated
fairly. I would also like to work
on improving the quality of the
food in our cafeterias, as well as
implimenting a 5 meal plan for
commuters. I will also dedicate
my time in the fight to get funding for the work on improved
handicapped access on campus.
This is an issue that's time is due.
Every building should be completely accessible to the handi~apped. My main goal though,
is to see the Student Government work responsibly and
effectively together., If this .goal
is obtained than we can all look
fo~wa~d to accomplishing our
objectives. I hope you will
remember me on election day. I
leave you with only one promise
and that is to do the best I possi"'.
bly can.
Sincerely,
Ralph W. Plotke
Senator-At-Luge

Bob .Franco
I, Robert Franco, would like
to take this time to announce my
candidacy for the position of I st
Vice-President of the Student,
Government Association.
For far too long the needs of
the students have been overlooked. This is because the
SGA, the only voice the students
have, has been as effective as an
impotent whisper. It is time for
the situation to change.
Time and time again we've
heard from those with SGA
"experience" that change will
come. We've yet to see it. Campaign promises are soon forgotten. A change must come from
the outside. Let's get some new
blood in the SGA.
Each year the Administration
announces record enrollment.
Little, however, has been done
to accomodate these numbers.
We students are the br:ead and
butter pf the college, we supply
the money that keeps it running.
The college is here to serve the
needs of the students and as far
as I can see is fajling in it's efforts
to do so. We students are over
five thousand in number, yet we.
are powerless. We need a voice
, that will speak out and be heard,
With your help, I can be that_
voice. We are tired of being·
QYEfrpfQWded. an<l it'~ time we·
,

show· just how fed up we are.
We need better parking facili:..
ties. These make-shift mud holes
are not good enough. We pay
enough for college. We don't
need the extra car maintenance
costs that these so .called solutions .to the parking problems
bring. H also takes more time
and effort to plow these lots.
Decent parking lots could be·
cleared with more' efficiency.
The situation in the- cafeteria
must be taken care of soon. The
overcrowding is unbearable. l know this as both a student and
an employee of Tilly'. There is no
need for this. An alternative
must be realized and the sooneL ·
the better.
When I first came to Bridgewater, I was in a wheelchair. The
frustration of a handicap student trying to get into a building
that does not have the proper
accessibility is overwhelming'.
Although some of the buildlng.s
have been converted, many still
have not. The Handicapped
Student Services has been fighting an uphill battle in this area
for years. Where has the SGA
been? If elected, I will see thaf
definite· changes are made with
this situation. When a student is
denied access to a building, the
knowledge that couldve beeJ;}
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Carreiro is graduating in
December and his seat is supposed to be what this election is
for. ·The difference is the SGA
~resident Daniel Magoon has
Just ar:nounced his resignation
from his seat as President. What
it all boils down to is the person
elected to the seat of First VicePresident will automatically
become the new SGA President
for the remainder of the aca-

demic year. I myself will honor
the role of First Vice-President
until next semester when a new
election for this seat will be held.
The thing everyone must understand is you are actually electing
a new SGA PresidentWith this
in mind, I feel there is only one
logical choiGe from the three
candidates that are seeking this
See LETTER p. 4

Denis Lawrence
My name is Denis Lawrence
and I am running for the position of SGA First VicePresident.
I am presently serving as
Senator-at-Large of the Student
Government Association and
feel that by now you have some
idea of who I am and what I
stand for. I want to emphasize
the fact that all of my efforts as a
Senator have been geared
towards YOU, the students of
BSC.
As a Senator, I am firmly
opposed to the outrageous
actions of many of my colleagues on the SGA; for
instance, spending your. money
~..,.roh,n«"~ •~
ti
have supporte a e o s o
make the SGA work more efficiently and will continue to do
so. There is a definite need for
your rights and opinions to be
honored and when elected, I will Break from -being shortened;
make sure that each individual fight for students rights conreceives the proper support and cerning college disciplinary polirecognition that he and she cies; work toward an
itemization of deductions from
deserves.
It . is important for you, the dormitory damage deposits, and
students, to know that the SGA improved handicapped access to
is a group of students elected by all college facilities.
I feel that implementing a
· you to make decisions that
plan
for the installation of the
affect life here at the College. As
Vali-dine
Computer System
First Vice -President, I will work
would
prove
to be beneficial to
with the ··Administration, the
Board. of Trustees, and the pub- the B SC community. When
lic offidals to ensure both fair installed, the ·system would
speed up long lines at Registraand equal representation.
I will · continue to work tion~ Tilly, and during campus
towards obtaining any Federal elections (which could possibly
funding that is available for the · draw more students because of
expansion of commuter parking increased convenience); this
facilities, .and the paving of the would also improve security in
··Great Hill parking lot. I will also the dormitories.
Finally, I will. continue my
continue to fight to keep Spring

gained there is also denied. It is
absolutely obscene for this to
occur at an institution of learning. The SG A could be a powerful deterrent to this kind of
tragedy.
Because of the larger enrollments each semester, more and
more students are forced to live·
off campus. I feel that the school
has an obligation to meet the
needs of these students. Having
lived off-campus myself, I know
wht those needs are. I would
like to see a laundry room set up
for off-:eampus students. The
cost of doing laundry at the
Plaza is double that of what
dorm students pay. A campus
laundromat would not have fo
make a profit,just pay for itself.
The school accepted these siu-

dents, now it's time for them to
accomodate them.
Too often it seems,' the energy
and efforts of the SGA are spent
dealing with trivial issues. Arguing over SGA exclusive dinner ·
and beach parties only wastes
time and delays the attainment
of legitimate goals. Goals that
would benefit the student body
as a whole or correct the inadeq. uacies found in present situations. It's time to deal with real
issues. If you feel frustrated, feel
like your needs aren't being met
and would like to see some
change in the caliber of your student gov~rm:nent, I ask you to
consider voting for me. I'll see
that the students have a voice.· I
also want you to know that I will
always be available to listen to

monthly meetings with you, the
student. body, and periodically
poll you to get your input before
making major decisions. I
believe all politicians should be
held accountable to their constituents. It is important for you
to remember that the person you
elect as First Vice-President will
become President of the SGA.
As Senator-at-Large, I have
been working on your behalf,
and will continue to do so as
First Vice-President and as
President
I appreciate your continued
support.
VOTE

Denis Lawrence
First Vice-President

your concerns. Come talk to me.
I'll listen and represent you in
your best interests. It's timefor a
change. TU appreciate your
vote. Together we can make it
happen.·

For more
letters concerning the,
~lectlon

page 4.

see
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Commentary

The Consequences of

'-tregoni G. Mathis

Drunk Driving
By Attorney Donald M. Hadge
The holiday season is now
upon us and with it there will be
many parties and functions with
the accompanying drinking of
alcohol. During these times of
merriment the law enforcement
agencies will hav.e extra patrols
and coverage on the public ways
specifically to detect potential
drunk drivers. When someone is
arrested for drunk driving the
police will normally request that
they take a "Breathalyzer" test.
Refusal to take a "Breathalyzer"
test will result in an automatic
90 day suspension of. your driving privileges in Mas'sachusetts.
The results of a "Breathalyzer"
test (or Intoxilyzer) are·admissable in court and, depending on
the reading, they may be helpful ·
or harmful to your case. A test
result of .0 up to and including
.05 creates a presumption that
you are not under the influence
and the law requires that you be
released. A test result greater
than .OS.but less that .IO creates
no presumption requiring you
to go to trial to prove your innocence.. A test result of . IO or

The question often asked is
"Should I take the 'Breathalyzer' test?". There is no simple
answer to this question. As a
practical cpnsideration, it
should be noted that it is difficult to challenge the actual test
result unless a scientist or other
expert testifies in court. The
"Breathalyzer" result will vary
with the amount of alcohol consumed, the size of the person
involved, whether or not the
person has eaten and the timing
of the last drink.
Obviously, the best advice I
c_an give you is "Do not drink
and drive", but that will not help
you if you get stopped. Let me
~ry to provide you with a few
suggestions to avoid being
charged with drunk driving.
First of all, make sure your car is
operating properly, especially
brake lights, head lights, etc.
Secondly, follow all rules of the
road such as using your turn
signals and stopping for all traf_fie control signals, even -if it is
2:00 a.m. and no other cars are
on the road. These may appear
to be obvious rules to follow,
but the majority of people
arrested for drunk driving usually are initially stopped because

~Fea ter creates a presumption
._.._~fhll'!U~t...,.tt~tcl"!""'ld!'l'!tl'+l..
, t~t....."'""'aP..s•·wu..,i1..tdecr~·""t+ilt't"!c-e.Off--t!a:-i.rmnrhltttltt'Jttlir""ttrofor~vehicle yiol~-

influence of intoxicating liquoc

tion. Always have your licen.se

and registration with you and
readily accessible. If the police
officer asks you to perform a
"field sobriety test", such as reciting the alphabet or walking a
straight line heel to toe, do so
calmly a,nd deliberately. Do not
argue with the police officer, but
if you feel that nervbusness, high
heels or some other factor hurt
your performance, be sure to
bring it to the attention of the
police officer. However, if all
fails, do not panic if you are
arrested.
You should be aware that,
absent extreme circumstances,
most people who are arrested
for drunk driv.ng as "first
offenders·~ will usually be subject to the following:
a. 30 day loss of license.
b. participation on and
completion of an "Alcohol Education Program", and a
c. Requirement that they
do not become involved in a
similar offense or violate the law
within a one (1) year period.
The drunk driving law which
was revised and made tougher in
1982 only changed the consequences for a first offender by
requiring a 30 day loss of license.
The more serious consequences

See DRUNKp. 9

Commentary

The Campus Co.mplainerStrikes Out!
Gee, after the sound-off by
the News Editor, I was almost
too intimidated to write. Buf I
did just to show you Kimberly J.
Murphy, there are members of
the student body who do care
and read The Comment. I'm one
of them. I just hope I'm not too
late.
I've got an idea and would like
to spice up the paper-back to the
good old days when the Shoe
was in town. I am in no way
involved with the SGA and will
never beWhat I'd like to do is
complain. Complain about
things on this campus that everyone complains about (and
maybe get something done
about them) or just complain for
my own good. (I hope you like
this idea, I promise it'll get
· betterr
·The first thing I'd like to complain about is something we are
all guilty of: being obnoxiously
loud in the library. The only
time one can study on the
second···· floor is during dinner
time, but who can study on an
empty stomach? It's great to
have study groups , but when
people are so loud and talkative
that it disrupts any semblance of
what a library should be, it
defeats the purpose.
Another thing which bugs the
heck out of me is when tQ.e little

neighborhood kids play hide
and' go seek in the Library. Not
only is it -distracting (they come
in and play during dinnertime),
it is dangerous. Once I saw a
near disaster of an entire bookshelf knocked over. And there's
one little brat who always comes
in with his football and tosses it
arom::id:W orse yet, some of the
students get up and have a pass
with this kid. I'm shocked! I
guess college is full of big boys
majoring in being little boys.
Soda's are fine in the library.
So is candy, gum and chips. But
a whole meal?Y ou bet! Some
' people think the library is a
cafeteria. I've seen people eating
sandwiches, subs and even cold
· pizza. That's· pretty rude! To
those of you who do this, the
commuter cafeteria is right next
door in the Student Union. Go
there and enjoy your lunch.
You'd make a lot of p~ople
happy.
·
The worst thing I've seen in
the library and· by far the most
rude .and disgusting is people
who decide to smoke wherever
the feel like it. Last year during
finals I was studying ·quietly
minding my own business when
my nose starts to detect the ever·
permeating stench of cigarette
smoke. In the middle of the
second floor, this woman lights

up and stinks up the entire
room:Why didn't you go downstairs in the lounge or at least in
the bathroom'Were you too lazy
to move your carcass and
decided to ruin the air for everyone in the room'? Keep your
habits to yourselflady, whoever
you are. Smoke gives me a headache I could do without. Analysis is. one I have to live with:
The only other _complaints I
have with the library is the fact
that the copy machine on the
second floor is out of order more
than it works, and that the
clocks are hidden so well that
you have to keep asking people
what time it is so not to be .late
for class.
So students, PLEASE,
PLEASE, pretty please
remember what the library is
supposed to be: a quiet place
where students can study and
, play the game called college with
.a little better odds.
'Till next time: ·
The Campus Complainer
P.S. Hey. Comment staff: Chin:
up!You're doing greatworkWe
just have to work at you people
getting money and credits for
your wonderful work. Anybody
care to help????? ·

rlie coDlaeiit ·

tiHHofj-ln-Elli~f
It's again time for the students of Bridgewater State Co Hege to
exercise their right to vote. With SGA President Dan Magoon
resigning and First Vice President David Carreiro graduating in
December, the executive structure of the SGA must again be
defined by the students.
The majority of elections on this campus are popularity contests, without regard to issues. However the issues are the most
important aspect of this campaign. First put aside the similarities of each candidate. Each of the three would like to continue
to fight for student rights and the eviction policy. Handicapped
Awareness is also a common issue. The commuter parking issue
has caused a bit of confusion. As Was reported last week, Denis
Lawrence has been working on the state and federal level (with
the help of his father State Representative Denis Lawrence) to
get funding to expand parking facilities on campus. This is the
most any Senate member has attempted in the last year. As has
been pointed out, Dan Magoon promised a Commuter Coalitibn in his campaign and that was never formed by him. It took interested students to get it moving. Kim Murphy and freshman
Senator Brian Jenney. So it is hard to believe the other candidates when they say they will work harder for commuters. For
me. Lawrence has shown what he is willing to do for them. ·
One of the best issues Ralph Plotke has brought up in his
campaign is the 5 meal plan for commuters. I contacted Mr.
Edward Gorman, Campus Manager of Food Services about the
feasability of such a plan and he r~sponded that it was "realistic"
and that "I liked that idea." However, I am hesitant to believe
that this promise will ever materialize. It has been used as a
campaign promise before. I have in mind specifically Jeff Nummelin's campaign letter in the April 26, 1984 issue of The Comment. His first promise was to complete the tennis court project
which was completed. His second was to .. initiate a 5 meal /week
plan for commuters." 1 guess what l 'm saying is that it is a good
promise if it is kept.
Bob Franco's major issue that is different from the others is
the lighting on campus. Franco's flyer states, ""Presently, these
poorly lit areas pose a potential danger to students. A better lit
campus would ·benefit everyone!"
As most of you who read this column know, 1 am supporting
Denis Lawrence in this campaign for First Vice President. Lawrence is interested in installing a Vali-Dine Computer l D System
which would replace the meal ticket, and have many more
advantages as mentioned in his flyer. This shows that Lawrence
is looking beyond the issues that are brought up again and again
and looking to try .out some new ideas.
However, I challenge you as a concerned student to listen to
what each candidate has to_ say and base your judgements on the
issues. Please remember fo vote. in the primaries today and
tomorrow until 3:00 p.m. and in the finals on the I Oth·and 11th
of this month. -
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In Response to:
The News Editor Sounds
A "Thank You" from Oft
CASE

fo All:
On behalf of CASE (Concerned and Active Students for.
Ethiopia), we would like to offer
special thanks and our deepest
gratitude to Dan Magoon, and
all -the members of the SGA for
their contribution to Oxfam
America and their compassion.
We also wish to convey our gratitude and appreciation .to Dean
Johnson, Kim Murphy of The
Comment, and Political Science
students for their cooperation,

students· for their cooperation,
support and time.
Finally, we extend our deep
appreciation to the· entire college community for your recognition of world hunger as an
injustice to the dignity of mankind, along with your compassion and support.
ThankYou,
Dan Clifford
Millie Rochon

Endorsement Letter from
the Student Trustee
Dear Fellow Student:
Since the person you choose.
to fill the position of First Vice
President of the Bridgewater
State College Student Governmertt Association (SGA) will
become the SGA President in
January, it is import~nt that
your choice have a proven
record of genuine leadership
ability.
I am supporting Denis Law·
rence's candidacy for that posi-

by half, saving students across
the state an average of$65 each.
Denis' support of the SSAM/Bridgewater Chapter has
helped to_strengthen the statewide student network. On the
Senate, Denis has voted against
motions to spend your money
on beach parties and dinners
exclusively for SGA officials. In
short, he is looking out for you!
Denis possesses exceptional
leadership skills. A junior Com-

than two years ago. Denis is currently serving in the SGA as
your Senator-At-Large and perhaps more so than anyone
else on the Senate - he has
worked in your best interests.
Denis has been instrumental
in. focusing attention on Commuter Student issues, which
have been all but ignored by
many in the SGA as well in the
College Administration and in
state politics. He is currently
lobbying for state and federal
monies for expanded commuter
parking facilities, and with a
positive response. In the Senate,
· Denis supported the establish-·
ment of a Bridgewater chapter
of the State Student Association of Massachusetts (SSAM),
the student interest organization
which successfully cut the Board
of Regents' 15% tuition increase

as New Bedford Ward Committeeman, and is a recent recipient
of the Mayoral Citation for his
outstanding contribution to
communtiy service.
I hope you will take the time
to cast your vote for our future
SGA President. .T!ie primary
election
be o~ Monday and
Tuesday, December 3 and 4; the
final" election on Monday and
Tuesday, December 10 and U;
voting will take place between 9
a.m. and 3 p".m. in front of the
Bookstore in the Student Union
Building.
Denis Lawrence: "A leader·
...for a change''? You bet!
Please share this letter with a
friend. Thank you for ~our
consideration.

An open letter to The Comment
and the college community:
As a former writer, photographer, staff person (layout,
proof-reading, typing, etc... ),
and Contributing Editor for The
Comment (1977-1981), I have
only one repartee to "The News
Editor Sounds Off': you have
managed to say what every staff
person, probably from Vol. I
No. I, has always wanted to say
at one time or another. Give 'em
hell people .'cause nobody else
will! And yes, you are probably
very right: the student body
won't give a**** until you are
gone.
I must admit that it is a dark
-day in BSC History. The Comment has always been staffed by
very competent, hard-working,
dedicated, caring people. We
have all, at least once, decided to
call it quits. But somewhere
along the way, we have changed
our minds and kept on keeping
on. It's all a part of life.
Since my graduation in 1981,
I have been following the paper
weekly (black market copies)
and have not always liked what I
have seen. But that is not the
issue here. The key issue is that
no one gives a damn and that's a
sham~. The student . body is
always the last to pat you on the
back but is the first to castigate

and Juliet compared to the SGA
and The Comment come budget
time. Maybe. they can run the
newspaper for awhile. After all
they are the "publishers". Good
luck SGA 'cause you're sure
gonna need it!
I'm sure if other ex-Comment
staffers knew of the quandary of
the paper, they'd say the same
thing: it's a sham~ but who can
blame them. There's a time in
your life when you say enough is
enough and, for the 1984-1985
Comment staff, that time is
now!You've made your proverbial bed and now the college
community will watch as the last
shovels of dirt are placed on The
Comment's Grave.
Here's one last pitch for new
blood to help save The Comment: I spent four good years
with The Comment, loved
spending 'my time there and do
not regret one minute of it. Sure
it's hard work. Sure you don't
get paid for it or receive college
credit. But it gives a wonderful
feeling of accomplishment that
you've done something important. That's the best reason for
joining - the proud feeling you
get, the tingle tj.own your spine
when you·see your work in print.
Secondly, there's the people.
The Comment has a time
honored tradition for being

because the real world ain't
much different."
As far as the SGA goes, The
Comment has a long history of
fueds with this "prestigious"
organization. The Hatfields and
'the McCoys looked like Romeo .

letting off steam. They say that
opposites attract. Well, in my
experience, I can tell you that
likes also attract and that you'll
never meet a bunch of people as
dedicated (who else would work
until all hours of the morning

putting out a pa-per in time to
beat the dreaded deadline?)
Finally, it is a fantastic experience for you. Currently, I am
editing (i.e. shaping the whole
thing together) Bay Views, the
bi-monthly newsletter of the

Bay Colony Historical Mode/ers. I have just begun work on
my third novel, the first two of
which I began writing while
attending Bridgewater State
College. I am proud of my life
and a lot of attitudes, political
thinking and beliefs have
stemmed from the people I met
during my time with The

Comment.
But I'm sure that you've heard
this before from various
members" of the staff of this
paper and, then again, you may
not even be reading this. That's
all well and good. But let's see
who's crying the most come the
second semester when there's no
place to put your Valentine's
Day pers.onals:Who 'll be crying
then? It certainly won't be the
members of this paper. That J
can most c~rtainly promise you.
I've said all I have to say and
can only finish up by saying that
I am behind the members of The
Comment 100% and, to the
members of the Bridgewater
S~~te College student bo~y-you
have my sympathies. But don't

~"- ,.- . ,. . , ~;~~!f~~~r~i;;ITTe~eR~~i~~~! ···~~~1~c~t~~~·~~~~n:":!:g;"'l!~:'"la~~o'.!:r~=·-'S'iy!l"oru-i'i.wl""'h\!Ye\'l'nt'l"y,....o~u~fo'i1u~l~u.,..p~.•I*"hfll!!amt'¥'ie,,to~-sl'tlita"'f8fe_,,d~~~y'1clfller111t.,ifi..,1.ewid~cr~a!lllllzPjliy~p~ewo•le~·"illtsl!'l'1aMy~t~h"'1al!f"t~o~u~d~i~~"""n'\,m~~hi~Tfi~; ,,. _,._v;pi
than this,

-Joseph Michael McDonald Jr.
B.A. Communications Class of
1981
former Contributing Editor
recipient of the Comment
Senior Leadership Award

will

Most .Sin~erely,
Matthew Peter Donoghue
Student Trustee

Dear Editor,
In my ;recent article: "The

News Editor .sounds Off" (The
. Comment, November 19, 1984
VoL L VIII N o..."26), I neglected
to mention a vital member of
our "tea'm" - Roberta "Bobbi"
Bena. Without. her dedicated
~elp ever~ week, and her expertise when 1t comes to advertising
we would be more than just
overworked - we would be
abs9lutely broke!!
I hope that she i.s not offended

by my unintentional oversight
and that I, along with the rest of
the "gang" appreciate her services more than words can express
and money can buy (although a.
raise might be more ·than
warmly accepted :t>y Bobbi); · .
Even though we are leaving
our official posts at The Comment, we will be back - either
just to hang around and help out
the '"new kids on the block"
chat or. gossip, (whichever i~
more fun). I know, through per-

sonal experiences that ~obb1
will be the.re, giving a helping
hand or letting us "old-timers"
read her newspapers and magazines (remember "I BOMBED.

OREGON"and

"REVENGE

OF THE HEADLESS
PRIEST?'')
: Bobbi, you will be one of
those parts of The - Comment
that I will miss the mos.t.
Kimberly J. Murphy
News Editor, The Comment

Letter from page 2
position. I would like to openly committee. He is also the treas•
support Ralph Plotke, and urge urer of the Greek Council.
you all to also vote for him. My ~alph has worked hard, espe-:
reasons for supporting Ralph cially this year on events such as
are simple. He is the only expe- Homecoming, and the dorm
rienced person running for this eviction policy issues. I feel
seat,.a.ttd.lcuo.ws. the most about ~Ralph Plotke is the candidate
the issues the President must who will do the job that is
face.
needed tq be done. I would like
Although I have known and to ask you all to remember him
lil~ed Bob Franco for three years . on Election Day.
··
and am a fraternity brother of
Denis Lawrence's; I feel neither
SincerelyYours,
of thes~ men have- the experience
Jeff N ummelin
or know how to be elected. to the
Second Vice-President
seat of Pres id en t.
Ralph Plotke has been on the
SGA since the 83-84 academic
/.
year. He is presently ontheAll~
College Committee as we11 as
the... W.ay,s, . and " Mefl.llS,_ , sqb~. , ... , , ..- ..

Dear Editor,
Three cheers for Kim Murphy's news article. It is about
time that someone · said something about the severe lack of
involvement on our campus
pape~
·
People should indeed - be
made aware of the fact that the
burden of. putting .The Comment together ·rests with. very
few people. For a, college this
size, that's a sad note. People are
constantly complaining about
what is or· isn't being done and
._yet they have the chance to voice
their opinions in the form of a
publication: But do they? No,
they're just content, with continuously complaining.

For _thi~ time consuming,
frustratmg Job, there is no form
Sincerely,
of compensation, which brings
Janet Coffey
us t.o the questioB- why do they
Staff Writer
do it; perhaps for the sheer fun
of it? Hardly! Their purpose is to
keep us informed, buf how
informed are we when a weeks
worth or work is found lying on
the gr?und around school??
I only hope that Greg Debbie, Kim, and the rest of the crew
have enough energy left in them ·
to be.. able to move on to bigger
and better things. Once they
~ove on (to another newspaper
/
JOb?!), The Comment will go Dear Editor:
Thank· you for The Comment
with them., Good luck guys and,
the hes~ wishes .where ever you and .all it's been and will be. ·
~ay venture. There is, after all,
Lynne Katz-Perlo
hfo after The Comment~
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"A Theater Galan
To be held for Professor
-Barnett
A Gala to be held on Sunday
evening, December 9, at Bridge'."
water State College, is an
appropriate farewell to Professor Robert Barnett of the
Theater Department who retires
at the end of December after a
car.eer spanning 27 years.
When Bridgewater State was
still relatively small and predominantly a teacher's college,
Professor Barnett began his
career in 1957. During the next
27 years - ten of them as chairman of what is now the Department of Speech Communication, Theater Arts, and Theater
Disorders, and ten as Dean of
the Division of Humanities - he
saw· Bridgewater State expand
its enrollment many times over
a n d become the mu 1tidisciplinary state college it is
today.
Professor Barnett first began
at Bridgewater State as a Speech
class instructor, and then he
initiated the first theater course,
Play Production. From this
beginning grew the popular and
respected Theater concentration, which each fall and spring . .
puts on a major performance
11 8 1111
"" ·

·'elt'ellasi!w.tic&Hf~nd.Mi1{,p~J;....r·'-'~

lege per:sonnel, the student
body, and the community at
large.
.
. Recently, Professor Barnett
recalled some of his more mem-

orable productions: the first some more, but if you're going
musical, Hit the Deck with Pro- to publish you have to keep at it;
fessor .Vince Gannon of the you've got to have time to write
Music Department, which filled and do rewrites." He and his
the house, running for two wife, Esther, are looking fornights in the Horace Mann Aud- ward to the luxury of bein_g able
itorium, with the largest to hop in the car and take off to
audience ever at Bridgewater the West Coast when the urge
State; A Man For All Seasons strikes them, Travel is a big part
and The Tempest - both very of their future plans and a trip to
successful; Oklahoma, the first the Caribbean is near the top of
show done in the new Student the list.
Union Auditorium; Our Town,
A Theater Gala, celebrating
"the classic American play"; The Professor Barnett's twentyCrucible - ..five members of the seven years of Theater at Bridgecast. were descendants of the water State will be held on
characters in the play - that Sunday, December 9, at 7:00
really reminded me that I was in p.m. in the Horace Mann AuditNew England." And King Cole, orium of Bridgewater State Colthe children's show which he lege. The Gala will feature
wrote and directed: "I loved Bridgewater State alumni revivdoing that. To have the figment ing the roles they played as
of the idea in your mind, ·and to undergraduates. There will be
write it, and then have it come songs and scenes from Our
full-blown on the stage, is - Town, Hamlet, Hello Do/exciting."
ly/,and Fiddler on the Roofto
Professor· Barnett considers name a few. A reception for the
himself "one of the lucky ones" - performers will follow the Gala
someone who has been fortu- in the rotunda of Boyden Hall.
nate enough to have spent his
The Gala.tickets are $7 .50 and
working life at something he are available from the Theater
enjoys doing. In his energetic Business Office, open Monday
fashion, he appears to be look- · through Friday from 9:00 a.m. .i;ag forward to life after Bridge3:00p.rp•. in.the lobby of the StuwaterState; Altpoughhe plans, 1 d~~t·1 .uµ~~,t::·~~di~.o~h1?l~ .-F<>r
to do some consulting, he says R'eservati(ms aria ·m.011tt<·iriforhe is retiring to write. "I have a mation, call 697... J321.,
'
number of plays th.at have been
published and I want to publish

"Those Golden Oldies"
Live On

Left to right: Richard Putney, Steven Andrews and Denis Lawrence in The Bacchae
Photo: Ed Donahue

Calendar of
Events
The .'Bridgew~ter State College Laboratory Theater pre·sents The
Bacchae, which will run three· nights, Deceniber 6.,8, at 8:00p'.m: in
the StudentUnfon Auditorium of BridgewaterState CoJJege. There
will be a IO:OOa.tn. performance on Friday, DeceD1ber7. Admission
is free. For more information~ call 697~1334.
The Anderson Gallery of Bridgewater State College presents the
works of Spanish Lithographer Roberto. G. Fernandez,· beginning
December 3 through December 22. The Anderson Gallery, located
in the Art Building of Bridgewater State College, is open Monday
through Friday from8:00 a.m. through 3:30 p.m. For more information, call (597-1359.

By Scooter Livingston
Contributing· Writer

. Sunday morning ·gives us
what can. you say about Joe
Martell's "Saturday Night Live "The Saturday Morning Oldies
at the Oldies" that hasn't been
Show" out of Manchester on
said? You know you've got-it on
Rock 101, WGIR-FM, and if
when you hear the famous Tony
Okay, okay. I know you've had
Hardcore 50's ~s your thing, . The Baltic Cultures Association of Bridgewater State College presfrom Everett make . his- weekly check out "Street Corner Sere-., ents an exhibit of Lithuanian sfraw art works by Aldona Saimininit up to here with AC/DC, Boy
request. Martelle, along with his
na'de" -on Harvard's WHRB kas of Hartford, Connecticut on display through December 15 in the
George, and Michael (yech)
able assistant Leslie make his -(95.3) with Stompin' Zemo as third floor of the Maxwell Library. For information .on Library
Jackson. Wonder when you can
sho·w fun. Two Boston request
your host. The other well- hours, call 697-1392.
hear the good ·old days? When
known 50's persons 'are ~'Little
Ilnes, and toll-free lines from
Rock and Roll was Rock and
anywhere else in New England.
Walter al}d His Time Machine
Roll? Those oldies but goodies?
Believe me, I've worn down two· Sundays from lO·p.m. to mid- The Maxwell Library of Bridgewater State College presents the
Fear not, for it is as close as your
fingers trying to call in!
night on WFNX (IO 1.7), and exhibits, the "History .of Theatre at '.Bridgewater" in the Heritage
radio on the weekends.
If" American Graffiti" is your
Vox Foxi with "A Shot of R&B" Room on the first floor of the Library, a,nd "Lincoln's Life in
The best oldies show around
thing, well, you can check out
on WATD (95.9) m Marshfield, PhOtographs" in the Special Collections Room on the third floor of
has to be Dick Bartley's "Solid
Wolfman Jack's "Golden Graf8 p.m. to midnight, also on Sun- ,the' Library. For information on hours, call 697-1392.
. Gold Saturday Night". This live
fiti" from 7 p.m. fo I a.m. on · days. All three shows feature
oldies request show, with a tollfree request line, is beamed by WPRO-FM. The only draw- those rarities from the- SO's.
back is that it is on tape, but the
But are there ·any full-time
satellite to all over the country,
old Wolfman growls along, and
oldies stations?'Well, WCGY in
carried live locally by WPJB in
·Lawrence ·used to be "Blue
it is refreshing to hear.
Providence from 7 p.m.' to mid..
If you're cruising along in a
Suede Radio", but alas no more!
night. The tunes are excellent as
car with no FM radio, don't des-· Oh, they still play oldies, but
Last year The Student Unipn
Show Two begins ·at 10:30··
are the contests and quizzes on
pair. WHD H has the World
hearing Th~ . Coasters back to
Program Committee brought
and is open to those-20 and _
his show. You request the song
Famous Jim Sands Oldies back with Boy Georg'e just
Boston's Number One
older, including a· full liquor
from, as Bartley puts it,. "the
Show, Saturdays from 7p.m.. to . doesn't cut it. But if you are
comedy ~club, The Comedy bar (with positive ID) and
golden age of Top 40" and odds
going to New York, WCBS-FM
Connection, to the BSC c:am"." munchies~
.
midnight and Sundays from 4 to
are he's got it. I've gotta admit, I
7 p.m. The only problem is, if· is a: d!eam come true. Listening
Featured co me di ans
pus. · It featured the most
never knew Ozzy Osborne
you don't refer to him as "The to them brings back days of the
hilarious comedians from the
include Don Gavin, Joe-Yanplayed with the Magic Lanterns,
World Famous Jim Sands", he old WBZ, WMEX (now
Boston area, This year you
nzetti and Dana Gould or that Eddy Grant was lead sincan be a part of it once more.
three of""'.8-qston 's most
ger of The Equals until I listened . won't play your requests. If out- WMRE) and WRKO {yes, they
used to' be rock stations!).
Nobody gets left out because 'talented comedians. ·Tickets
to Dick Bartley. And if you get ~r of-state listening is your thing,
So, if you'Ve ever wondered
check out Tom Donahue's "Satit returns on December 7th · are $2.00' for each show and.
song played and you want to
urday Night Oldies" out of what the old days ofrock and
with two big shows!The first a:re available at the info
bear it again, well, WROR in
roll were like, check out the
WKBW ( 1520) in Buffalo. And
show starts at 8:00 p~m. and is boot&.. Limit two per BSC
Boston carries "Solid Gold Satopen to all ages. Mock.tails ID. A guaranteed sellout. Get
urday Night" at midnight by a . yes, an AM station does carry shows I've mentioned. You'll be
and munchies will be served.
Tickets now!
·
·
Dick Bartley, WBT (1110) out glad you did. See ya!
.tape delay.
Speaking of WROR, well . of Charlotte:
1
',

The Comedy Connection
Returns
·
.
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Things To Do

GARFIELD® by Jim Davis
GARl=IE:LD.. I'M GOING 10 A
CARTOONl'OT?.. CONVENTION
AND THE MOTEL WHERE I'M
STAYING WON'T ACCEPT PET5
1

Places To Go
.-~

Monday, Dec. 3: The Blackjacks and The Turbines at Jonathan Swift's.
Tuesday, Dec. 4: General Public
at The Channel; New Models at
Bunratty's.
Wednesday, Dec. 5: Quiet Riot
at The Orpheum; Robin Trower
at The Paradise.
Thurday, Dec. 6: Gil ScoaHeron at The Channel.

Friday, Dec. 7: The Fixx at E.
M. Loew's; The Fools at The
Channel; The Replacements at
The Rat; Shannon at the Roseland Ballroom in Taunton.
Saturday, Dec. 8: Chuck Mangione at E.M. Loew's; The, Del
Fuegos at The Channel; SSDat
The Paradise for a 3:00 all-ages
show.

1 HOPE. uON COMES
BACK FROM iHAI

1 HOPE. 1 CAN 5lJRVIV£
THl5 WE.E.K ON MY OWN

Sunday, Dec. 9: Ario Guthrie
and Pete Seeger at Symphony
Hall. ·
W'rM C1AV'f5 t:z-5

••••••••
·~t~

••
•
•

CbUd!s.__:t_
Christmas in •
Wales''

At the Lyric •
~c~
Stage

~t~

For the ninth year in a row,
Lyric Stage presents its' ~pe
c1al Christmas presentation of·
Dylan Thomas' A Child's
Christmas in Wales; adapted
and ?irected by Polly Hogan,·
opening on December 5 and
running through December 23.
A Child's Christmas in Wales
is Dylan Thomas' rememberance of his childhood: his boyhood companions, his
mischievous neighbors, along
with a wide assortm'ent of unforgettable relatives. The play is a
colorful medley. of songs, poetry, and comedy seen through
the eyes of a young boy in Wales
- Dylan himself - who unravels
for us the magical tapestry of a
Child's Christmas .
A Child's Christmas in Wales
runs from. December 5 to
December 23, with performancesWednesday, Thursday, and
Friday evenings at 8:00 p.m.,
Saturdays at 5:00 and at 8:00,
and Sundays at 3:00 p.m.
Tickets range from · $7 .00 to
$9 .50, depending on the day.
For information and reservations, .please call 742-8703 ..
Tickets are also available
through. Theater Charge (4971118) through Bostix: · and at
Out-Of-Town Ticket agency.
t~e
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Records
in Review
By Audrey Little
Entertainment Editor
Aztec Camera: Knife. This is the second album from this excellent
British group, and it's another collection of melodic pop tunes,
featuring lots of great guitar playing and Roddy Frame's rather
melancholy vocals. (I remember that when their first album, High
Land, Hard Rain, came out, I couldn't believe that a group this good
could be led by a 19-year-old.) Good cuts include"Still on Fire"," All
I Need is Everything", "The Birth of the True" (just Roddy and his
guitar) and "Knife", a tune which really shows the influence of
producer Mark Knopfler (of Dire Straits fame). Also, be sure to pick
up the single ••All I Need is Everything", because the B-side has their
cover of Van Halen's "Jump" - it's an absolute riot.
Carmel: The Drum Is Everything. I like this album, but I'm not ~ho
I could recommend it to - it's not for people into Top 40. Their sound
is eclectic, with influences including jazz, reggae, torch songs and
African tribal music, such as in "The Prayer". "More, More, More"
is a tune which anybody would like, and "Willow Weep for Me" and
"Tracks of My Tears" are also good tunes.
Comateens: Deal With It. This is an album offun-party-dance-NewWave-ish music. It's kind of lightweight but it's alot of fun. Good
cuts include "Resist Her", Deal With It", and "Nightmare".
Freur: Doot-Doot. Don't let the album's silly name and the group's
weird haircuts fool you. This is a really good album of (mostly)
subdued technopop music. The vocals and music are beautiful, and
sound especially good in headphones. '1 Doot-Doot", "Whispering"
1
and 'All Too Much" are good tunes. although every tune on this
album is good. Recommended for late-night listening by people into
interesting musical sounds.
Ministry: "All Day" and "Everyday (Is Halloween)". This was one of
those 12-inch singles that I just had to have. Both tunes are great, but
"Everyday (Is Halloween)" should be especially meaningful to those
who are sick of being harassed because of the way they dress or act.
The lyrics are really great: 'Why can't I live a life for me, why should
I take the abuse that's served, why can't they see it just like me, I'm
not the one who?s soabsurd...it's tb~sa~einthe wholew,ideworld?"
"Ati:yhne 'Wl1o~s,~~~~'"tri~q~,tp be,anJ~<fi\fidl(al will be screainin8 '~Jt's
· niy 'theme .song!~~~."
· ·
·
··
1

.

This ones's

Commuter
Rock Buffet
in Ballroom

"Commuter Rock Buffet"
Thursday, Dec. 6
in the Ballroom

"Brown· Bag It"

or

-f~aturing

"The Commuters"
, top 40's band

l0i40 am. - 1:15 pm.

Free Admission

Invited!.

Everyone.~&

~~-

Sponsored by Student Union Program Committee ,

'1'1

The Smiths: Haiful ofHollow.·lfyou.like Aztec Camera, you'll love
'.!'lie Smiths.This album includes material from theirdel>ut albwn
1he Smiths, in recordings from BBC .Radio !·shows. and,o~her
tunes, for a total of sixteen songs. I love the pretty guitar playmg,
and the vocals, although lead singer Morissey's vocals might take a
while to get used to. My favorite tunes are "This Charming Man",
"Heaven Knows I'm Miserable Now", and "Back to the Old House",
which on this album has Morissey backed only by a guitar - it's a
beautiful arrangement.

for you - FREE

Assorted Hot Buffet
with meal ticket $1.50
without meal ticket $2.50

'·,

.

The Student Union Program
,Committee realizes that ·commuters have out$ide obligations
and find it difficult to attend
evening entertainment. To
remedy this situation we are
sponsoring a Commuter Rock
Buffet in the Student Union Ballroom on Thursday, December
6,' from 10:40 a.m .. • 1:15 p.m.
Featured will be the Top 40
band The Commuters, as well as
free tattoos and personal·,··-l!llilllllllll'Mllllfllillli
charicatures.
Offered along with the enter, tainment ·will be an assorted hot.
buffet ·available for $2.50 or
$1.SO with a meal tiCket, or
br()wn bag it! If you don't feel
· like eating comefor the fu~ of_it.
Don~t- ·miss this fun-filled
fiesta and fabulous food. It's a
great opportunity for commu~
ters arid resident students .to
mingle!

-. The Comment
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·senior Portraits
Project P .A.R. T. Y.
Project P.A.R.1Y. presents Alcehol Awareness Day on December 5 from 10:00
a.m. to 3:00 p.m. in the Student Union foyer. Representatives will be exhibiting
and distributing various alcohol related materials and information. Coffee and
Donuts will be served in the Rathskellar from 11:00 - 12:00. Stop by and find out
what Project P.A.R.lY. is all about.

•

You _Are Invited to an Evening Lecture
The Accounting and Finance C1ub is proud to present Michael Tobin. He is the
Vice President of finance for Christy's Corporation. He is also a Representative of
Becker Review. a review program for the CPA Exam. He will visit us on December
5th, 1984, at 7: 30 p.m. He will speak in the Library Lecture Hall, located on the
Ground floor. The topics for discussion will be opportunities in accounting and
how to take the CPA exam. Everyone is invited and coffee and donuts will be
served. Admission is free.

•

VIRDIANA
The Multicultural Committee presents the third in its film series: Virdiana to be
shown twice. The evening show is Monday December 3 at 7: 30 in the Library Dial
Access viewing room. The second showing is Tuesday, December4, at I 1:00 a.m. in
the same place.
Virdiana is a Spanish-Mexican film with English subtitles, directed by Luis
Bunuel. It was made in 1961. Bunuel has made over 30 films and is known for his
surrealistic techniques and his social criticism .

•

Social Gathering
The Psychology Club will be having a social gathering . AH students and faculty
are invited . December 5, 1984 at 3:00 p.m. is the time for this event. Look for signs
announcing room location. Hope all will join Psychology Club for this event.

•

Free!!
Would you like to take a study break with FREE coffee, tea and pastries? If so, be
in the Student Union Green Room on the I 9th of December. This event will be
sponsored by the· Russian Club. Slides of Russia will also be.shownWe will begin
serving at 7: 30 a.m. and end at approximately 3: 30 p.m. Please join us!!

•

Studio I will be on campus December 4, from 11
a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Make-up Room at the Student
Union Bldg.
If you are planning to have your portrait ·taken
elsewhere, please do so before Spring Break. The
picture must be a black & white glossy, 3"x5" in size.
Your name, major, sports, must be indicated with
the picture. The portraits can be given to The
Comment secretary between 9 a.m. & 2 p.m.,
(Mon.-Fri.) or mailed to The Comment.
R~member Spring Break is the deadline!

e•

•

For Sale: 75 Honda Civic Hatchback
in running condition. Has good tires,
good local transportation. $ 300 or
best offer. Call Dorothy Hoff exten·sion 2288.
Room for Rent: in private home with
family in Lakeville. Non-smoking
female. Kitchen privileges. References please. $50 a week. Call Sue at
947-5 369.

For Sale: X-Country skis, boots and
poles; tennis racket; golf Clubs with
bag; typewriter; camera~ and construction tools. Also January 14 selling VlWagon for $250.00. Ideal for
commuting. Call Phil at 2 38-0872
for more info.

For Sale: '75 Duster, good condition,
For Sale: Technics AM-FM Stereo
no rust, AM/ FM radio with 4 speakReceiver SA-20 3, 30 watts. Good
ers. New snow tires current inspeccondition w/ Realistic She1f Mount
tion sticker. 697-1860 ask for Frank.
Speakers. $100 or B.O. Call 69714 31, ot 828-528 3~
For Sale: RCA Portable, Black and
Volunteers Needed: Toas.Wfil~~.r-..' ~~ite T.V., 2 years old, perfect con.,.,.,_llll!lllllllllll!lllllfllll!!!l!!jll!!lllll-lllll!llllillll!!llllll_.m. .•••••••••••t---~--t-.m~~~mn~ogrir~a·n"l's11atlne'1Vfas·:·,,..:.;..,,.,.4f!i1>t~~~.. ~S'k':"·
~e 1'
sachusetts Hospital School, a school
Hall Room 138.
for physically disabled youngsters in
For Sale: 1974 Honda 550 Four.
Canton. Please call Marcia Shapiro
Good · condition and extremely
at 828-2440 ext. 399.
dependable. $650. Call Mike at 6975436 after 7:00 pm weeknights if
For Sale: Kenwood KX530 cassette
player with Dolby. $120.00. Call 697interested.
3292
For Sale: RCA Black and
rtable T.V. Perfect Cori .l'- •• Best
F.or Sale: '75 Honda . Civic
Offer! See Debi in Pope Hail Room
l!atchback-running condition, good
138.
tires, good local transportation. $300
or best offer. Call Dorothy-History
For Sale: '78 Ford Granada, 6
Department- extension 2288.
cylinder, 4 drive, light blue with gas
shocks; AM/FM, wire wheels, new
For Sale.: 1982 Camaro, black with
brakes and tune-up. Excellent condimaroon interior, 30,000 miles. 4
The STUDENT EMPLOYMENT REFERRAL SERVICE
tion. $1900.00 or best offer. Call963·cylinder, 4 speed, 25 mpg. $6500.00
(SERS) has over 350 ·jobs to choose. from (including
0868.
or best reasonable offer. Ask for
babysitting, child care~ warehouse, security, inventory,
· Todff 884-1414 (days) 545..,3407
For Sale: Marantz ·stereo receiver,
restaurant workand many many more.)
(evenings).
·
. Gold series. New in box. $100.00.
Call Jirn. at 767-2324.
OFFICE HOURS: .
For Sale:. 1980 Mercury Zephyr, 6
· Monday 9:00-11:00 am, 12:00 pm·4:00 pm
. cylinder, new tires, well maintained.
..Found: In Grove Street Building. A
Tuesday 8:00 am-4:00 pm
Excellent. Condition. $2750.00. Call
woman's· ring. Two stone setting.
Wednesday 9:00 am-11:00, 12:00 pm·4:00 ~m
697...;1277' or 934-6727 and ask for
Inquire at Affirmative Action Office.
Thursday 8:00 am-4':00 pm
Peter.
·
Friday 9:00 am-11:00pm,12:00 pm-4:00~p~
Service: DJ's "The Mixmasters". All
For Sale: Bundy E-Flat Acto Saxooccasions, al1 types of music,. from
SERS OFFICE is located on the ground floor of Tillinghast Hall-T-6.
. phone in super cond. Great for any
50's to 80's. Very affordable and a
"level player! $275 firm. Call 848great time for all. Call 697-5420 · or
587-5791.
,
' .
5545; ask for Mikt~.'

'"r

..• c,,.•., •••

Airplane Rides: Over.,..the college and
along the coastline. Surprisingly
inexpensive. Call Tony at 69.7-4846.

·r;~:~~;;;~:~~~:~~~~
·1·128 Broad St.

I

.

I:

II

Hairstyling

.

697-9637

HOURS!
· Tues.·Fri. 7:30 am. • 5:30 pm.

Bridgewater, MA. .

I

II

HAIRCUT.

I

. (Reg. $5 now $4.50)

~

Sat. 7:30 am. ~ 3:30 pm.

------------·------------Coupon must be presented.

t

·

Anniversary Sale
WASH*CUT*BLOW~DRY
(Reg. $11 now $10)

r

:

Offer expires 12·15-84
/..

For Sale: 1975 IPR Piper PA28-140.
King RadiQs, 2950 Pi, 950SMOH
NDH, New wingtips. Fresh annual
perfect 4 place aircraft for $13,900 or
b.o. Call Dave Madden 326-4614.
··
($I 000 commission offered).

For Sale: 1976 Dodge Aspen
Wagon-:....terrific condition, needs no
repairs. PS/PQ, stereo, roof racks.
Must be se~n. $170(WO odlo. call
447..:2313 or 447-278l.

Attn. Pilots: Single Engine simulator
and CFII/ ATP available for instrument training;check rides, or instrument competency checks.. B.S.C 1 ·
student rate for simulator and
instructor. Only $30 /hour. Call 3645614.
For Sale: AM-FM Realistic Stereo
w /cassette a.nd 8-track, two speakers. $250.00 or B.0. CallLisa Marie,
691-9862, Rm IO after 7:00 p.m.
For Sale: 1975 VW Bus/Camper.
, Runs well, many new· parts. Must
sell-$1000 or best offer. Call Dan at
'238-7365 ..

Monday, December 3, 1984

To Drink or to
Drive?
Commentary
from p. 3
come into play in second and
third offense situations which
impose mandatory jail terms
and fourteen (14) day commitments to the State Hosptal in
Rutland for intensive alcohol
treatment.
One further point to consider
is that the police do not need a
''Breathalyzer" test to obtain a conv.iction for drunk driving. In
most cases, testimony by the
officer that "the defendant was
observed operating a car in an
erratic fashion, had an odor of
alcohol on his breath, had glass
eyes and slurred speech and was
unsteady on his feet" will be suf"
ficient to gain a conviction.
In summary, only you will
know if a "Breathalyzer" test
will be very high since you know
how much you had to drink. Be
mindful of all factors mentioned

in this article, but be a ware that
unique facts in your case should
be taken into account. I will be
available in the Student Government Association office during
my posted hours· and will be
happy to meet with any student
or student groups or clubs to
provide further information on
this subject.
I would like to wish everyone
a happy healthy and safe holiday season and hope to meet
with you in the future.

ristmas
.. J3'tLd9ewate"l ~tate C0Lfe9e
Cho'C.al .:::Society
:.,.

featu'tLr.z,g

the dl!l..agnl{Lcati
. of !Buxtehude and q.Jachef&ef
3:00

Attorney Hadge is an attorney
with offices in Dedham and has
served as the Student Government Association's legal counsel
for the past two years. He provides free legal services to the
students of Bridgewater State
College.
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c:::Sunday, f):)ecembei 9 ,1984
cStudent 'Uni.on c:lf udlto'tlun

!Btc.Ld9ewatvi ~t'ate Coffe.9e ~

Study in Quebec!
· Established in 1981, the exciting
Quebec-New England· Exchange Program
is now in its· fourth" year of operation. Bridgewater State .liege
was one of the original participating institutions, and t~e program is
currently· accepting applicants for the academic year 85-86,.lf you are an outgoing
freshman or sophomore, have a good academic record, and possess the initiative to ·experience
a new and interesting cultural and academic life, then this program is for you. Apply imm·e.diately .

.... .
.·.·.·.·.·.·
. .. .. .. .. ..
.. ...
.·.·.·.·.·.
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Students who choose to study in Quebec will find a diversity of life sty,es available them. Quebec 6!fers
the thriving cosmopolitan city of Montreal, with its blend of cultutes, the old world charm·
of Quebec City, the ·quebecois warmth ·and hospitality of other provincial towns.
If you think you are ready for a.new adventure, contact Professor
John Myers, in the Cdnadian Studies Office;. Tillinghast Hall
·
or· at extension 2288.
·

Application ~eadline:

January 30, 1985
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National Guard Officer Recruiter to Visit· Campus
A representative of the Massachusetts Army National Guard will be here to speak with
interested students on its officer program. The day and time are: Wednesday, December 5, 1984
from 10:00 - 1:30 at a table near the Bookstore in the Student Union. The CORP (College Officer
Recruitment Program) offers free tuition to all Mass State College and Universities, part-time
employment, one weekend per month, and fifteen days annual training, and professional development. If you prefer to call, there is a toll-free number: 1-800-322-1338. Additional information on
the program is available in the Career Planning and Placement Office.
Considering Graduate Work in Urban Planning?
If so, Dr. Howard Foster from the University of Rhode Island's Graduate School in Urban
Planning will be here on campus to discuss his program ap.d answer any questions. Details of the
visit are: Tuesday, December 4, 1984 at 11:00 a.m. in room 304 of the Science Building. All majors
are welcome. Those who might be most interested are ES & G, Environmental Management, and
Public Administration.
This is being hosted by the Earth Science and Geography Department and the Career Planning
and Placement Office.
230 Talented Singers, Dancers, Musicians, Actors, Variety Artists, Technicians, and Stage Managers wanted for Summer 1985.
·
Busch Gardens, The Old Country, in Williamsburg, Virginia is seeking 230 persons in the above
categories for its extensive summer program. Weekly salaries range from $175-260 per week
depending on the position. Busch will be holding auditions in Boston on Thursday January I 0,
1985 (12-4) and Friday January I I (12-5).
- What is the Old Country? To quote from literature, "The Old Country, acclaimed in the best
report as 'The most beautiful Theme Park in America,' is also one of the best Show Parks in the
industry. Our emphasis on en~ertainment accounts for shows ranking as the number one attraction
in a park filled with things to do! With over 16 continuous hours of entertainment on stages and in
the streets, Busch Gardens puts t!J.e spotlight on performers in every category from singers and
dancers, to musicians and variety artists. We are unique within the industry in our offeringsthat
feature one-on-one street actors who •live' their roles at the Old Country.
For a description of the organization, the types of positions, the audition-what is expected and
how to prepare for it, and other important information, visit the Career Planning arid Placement
Office.

.

1985 Summer Environmental Internship Program
Applications for the Summer '85 EIP Program are now available in the Career Plam;iing and
Placement Office. The EIP Program is a unique national program for individuals interested in
gettingsome experience in the environmental field, get paid for it (weekly salaries range from
$160-600 depending on which sector you work in), and work in one of 5 sections of the country
(Northeast, Great Lakes, California LA & SF), and Pacific Northwest.
The positions ranke from 12-24 weeks. You must have completed your junior ye;ar before
starting the program. The application describes the types of backgrounds sought (preference for
sciences, histo,r~ Illal\a!wnent, r~Qrxati9u, iUlQ G,Q;WW\lWQ~farnsl, ,Qlbe~:wm. be kQD~d~1i~1 1 ~
deadline is February 4, 1985. Pick up an application before going home for Christmas Break.
Upcoming Grad/Professional School Tests
.
There are several tests which have application deadlines right after the close of the semester. If
you need to take the tests, you should pick up an application before going home for Christmas
Break in the Career Planning and Placement Office: .

Graduate.Management Admissions Test (GMAT)
Test Date: January 26, 1985
Deadline to Apply: December 24, 1984

Graduate Record Examination (GRE)
Test Date: February 2, 1985'
Deadline. to Apply: December 27, 1984

Law School Admission Test
Tes~ Date: March 2, 1985
Deadline to Apply: January 31, 1985

Science and Math Majors - Summer 1985 Research Program .
.
..
Description-Argonne National Laboratory, qne of t~e U.S. Department of Energy's major
research centers, offers Student Research Participatipn appoiptments to undergraduate and
graduate students majoring in computer science, engineering, mathematics, life sciences, and
physical sciences. The program provides opportunities for students who are interested in careers in
science or engineering to gain res~a:ch ~xperience in energy-related areas, prior to, or early in, tl~eir
graduate school program. Part1c1patlon takes the form of individual collabor(ltion with an
Argonne staff member in some part of an ongoing project of interest to the student participant. The
research experience is augmented by seminars, independent study, or other appropriate activities.
Appointments are made fo an 11 week summer term or either of two 16 week academi·c terms.
Areas of Research-Student research projects are avaiiable in the basic Physical and Life
Sciences, Mathematics, .computer Scie~ce, and in Engineering, as well as in a variety of applied
research.pro~ra~s relatmg to Coal, Env1ronmentaUmpact and Technology, Fission, Fusion, and
Solar Energy.
·
,.
.
Eligibility-An ~pp.ointee i::iust be a. full-time student at an accredited college or university, and
have status as a 1umor, semor, or graduate student at the time oLhis/ her participation. ·
Financial Assistance-Provided by the Office of Energy Research, U.S. Department of Energy,
and administered through the Argonne Division of EdlicatiGnal Programs, financial assistance is
available only to US citizen.s. Participants ~n the summer program without a bachelor's degree ~ill
receive a stipend of $175 a week. Participants with the degree, a stipend of$200. Participants in the.
academic year program will receive free lodging in the student apartments at the Argonne guest
facilities. All participants will be reimbursed for round-trip travel.
Application Deadlines-February 1 for Summer 1985 term (June 3 - August 16)
Argonne National Laboratory is located 25 miles southwest of downtow~ Chicago.
Additional information and application forms may be obtained from:
Argonne Division of Educational Programs
Student Research PaF.ticipation
9700 South Cass· Avenue
Argonne, Iilinois 60439

(312) 972-3366

News From
Career Planning
and Placement

OVERSEAS EMPLOYMENT
WORLD-SIDE OPPORTUNITIES FOR MEN AND WOMEN!
.fAPAN · EUROPE - AFRICA - AUSTRALIA - THE SOUTH
PACIFIC-SOUTH AMERICA· THE FAR EAST.
EXCELLENT BENEFITS. HIGHER SALARIES AND WAGES!
FREE TRANSPORT AT ION! GEN ERO US VA CATIONS!
More than 300,000 Americans
.Japan, Africa, The south

- not including members of
the armed services - are
now living overseas. These
peopleareengagedinnearly
e v e r YP o s s i b l e a c t i v i ty ... construction, engineering, sales, transportation,
secretarial work, accounting, manufacturing, oil
refining, teaching:, nursing,

Pacific, The Far East, South
America ... nearly every part
of the free world!
(3). Companies and
G o v· e r n m e n t a g e n .c i e s
employing personnel in nearly every occupation, from
the unskilled laborer to the
college trained professional
man or worn an.

-~~~~~~~,J;~~-iY'~~!fa~~-· ~J1~Ji~~~1~:~1~ .~--.J~'l'''J
$5,000 per

month ... or more!
To a_llow you the opportun1ty to apply for
overseas employment, we
nave researched and compiled a new and exciting directory on overseas employment. Here is just a sample
of what our. International
Employment Directory
cov~rs.

struction projects, manufacturing, mining, oil refining,
engineering, sales, services,
teaching, etc., etc.
( .5). How and where to ;apply for overseas Government
jobs.
· 1 s). Inform a ti on a bout
summer jobs.
(7}. You will receive our
Employment· Opportunity
Digest...jam-packed with information about current job
opportunities. Special sections features news of
overseas construction projects, executive positions
and teaching opportunities.

( 1 i. Our International
Employment Directory lists
doz~ns of. cruise ship compames, both on the east and
west coast. You will be told
what type of positions the
,rruise ship companies hire,
such a 8 de ck h a n d s
90 Day Money
restaurant help, cooks:
BackGuarantee
bartend~rs·, just to name a
Our· International Employ~
few. You will also receive
ment Directory is sent to you
several Employment Ap- · with this guarantee. If for
any reason you do not obtain,
plication Forms that you
may send directly; to the
overseas employment or you
companies you would like to
are not satisfied with the job
work for.
offers ... simply return our
(2). Firms and organizaDirectory within 90 days and
lions employing an types of
we'll refund your money pro-·
P.ersonnel in Australia,
mptly ... no questions asked.

ORDER FORM
. International Employment Directory
131 Elma Dr. Dept. TZl
Centralia, WA 98531
Please send me ~ c~py of your International E~ployment
Directory'. I understand that I may use this information for 90

days a~d if I am not satisfied with-the results, I may return
your ~1rectory for an immediate ref.und. On that basis I'm
~~~fui~.$20.00 cash .... check .... or money order .... for your

AD~RESS ___'----

·crTY_ ·

. ·. . ' . • ·.

.•

·

·STATE

--,-,,..__~-~--ZIP

International Employment Dir~ctory 1984

Campus Overflowing
with Offerings

THE
ol'"EN Nie
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By Group-#1 Professor Barnett's Class ~0 The Newest Place~~
~:(
Copy Center
The Student Union Copy Center is located in the ground floor of the Student Union across from
the Sub Shop. They do individual copies at eight cents per page. In ·addition, resumes may be
printed on special bond paper. Blank sheets and envelopes are also available for purchase..
The Copy Center is open from 9:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. and 6:30 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. Monday- Friday
and on Saturday 11 :00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.

Game Room
The game room is located on the third floor of the Student Union. It contains various games and
equipment which are available for your use: These include bil~iard equipment, ping-pong tables,
bumper pool, and video games. ID's are required for use.

Photo Lab
The photo lab, located on the first floor of the Student Union is open to all members of the·
College Community who have proper identification. There is a supervisor there to assist those who
need help. Chemicals are provided at no charge.

in Town
Come Check Us Out!
December 6

D.J. Steve Bolton

............

December 7

................

Sage Top 40's
December 8

"Texas Tooters"

Music Lounge
The music lounge located on the ground floor of the Student Union has over J0,800 albums
available for your listening pleasure. You can have an album played on the overhead or you can
listen to it through a set of individual head phones.
The hours are Monday- Friday 9:00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m.; Saturday and Sunday Noon to 7:00 p.m.

WBIM
WBIM (91.5 Stereo) is the non-commercial educational broadcasting radio station for Bridgewater State College. It is located in the third floor of the Student Union.
WBIM is on the air daily from 7:00 a.m. to 12:00 mignight.

PART-TIME
JOBS
$8/hr.

Clubs
A number of clubs have been organized to support the academic pursuits of students. While club
membership is open to all students, the programs, films, lectures, and field trips will be of
particular interest to students majoring or minoring in the field. For further information see your
faculty advisor or club officer of your particular interest. There are clubs for all majors.

HOURS •
Media Services
The media services department provides audiovisual equipment, non..:print software, and assistance with media production to Bridgewater faculty and students. The non-print software collection includes films, filmstrips, kits, and videotapes which may be borrowed. Equipment available
for loan includes 16 mm movie projector, overhead projectors, filmstrips and slide .projectors. Instructions are always available. Would you like some quick and imaginative visuals for your
presentation? Call Media Services for ideas,. examples and assistance located -on the ground floor
of the Maxwell Library (697-1200 ext. 2020).

Lost and Found
Lost articles should be left at department offices in each academic building. In addition, items
may be left or claimed at the Office of Student Services, the Union Desk in the Union, or in the
basement of the Science Building.
Lost and found notices may be posted in the Office of Student Services through the Student
Union Director Office or printed in The Comment.

5:30 PM - 8:30 PM
10:45 PM - 1:45 AM
3:00 AM - 6:00 AM

9

MON FRI
.-

•

(Load and Unload Trucks)
ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWS:

Tuesday, Dec.- 11, 1984 9:00 - 11:30 AM

Green Room·.· Student Union
SIGN UP & FILL OUT APPLICATION INT -6 BEFORE
MONDAY
· For more information, visit the Student Employment Referral Service Office located

on

. the ground floor of Tillinghast fiall T .fl.

Library Hours
While college classes are in session, library hours are as follows:
Monday through Thursday: 7:45 a.m. - 11:00 p.m.
Friday: 7~45. a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Saturday: 8:30 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Sunday: 1:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.
Rathskeller
The Rathskeller is designed to enhance the social atmosphere of our college and, in a real sense
bring us to'gether. Offered are a wide variety of domestic and imported beer and wines and a full
food menu.
The Program Committee plans a variety of activities with their goal being to offer something for
everyone. Live entertainment features rock, jazz and folk perfoi:mances. Mo\/ies, sports events;
and special programs ca~ also be. seen on the Big~Screen television! Then again, some students
enjoy coming to, The Rat to play darts, chess, or backgammon'. The Rathskeller is located ori the
grc;rnnd ·floor of the Student Union. Massachusetts ~aw requjres a drivers. license or Registry
Liquor Purchasing Card providing the owner is of legal age for admittance. I~ addition you must
show a valid BSC I.D.
~
·
·
The Rat opens at 4:00 p. m. on weekdays and is open everyday except Sundays.

.

~·.

.

.

'

Handicapped Services
,
The Office for Handicapped services provides assistance to qualified handicapped students in
locating readers, iiotetakers, and interpreters, as well as accessible housing. It is strongly recommended that all disabled students inform this office _ and their individual instructors of their
disability well in advance so that proper assistance and consideration may be given.

The Yankee Express
Yankee Aviation is now providing
transportation for all BSC
Aviation Science Students who
train with us! Call 746-7337 to.
make your reservati_on
at only $2.00 per round trip.

Yankee Aviation ...the ONLY
way-

.

.

to Fly!

More on Page 12

Eight Training Aircraft •AST300X Simulator •A V's
Eight Flight lpstructors • Guaranteed $695 Multi Course

..
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More offerings from p. 11 Dr. Baldrate
Sponsors
Give-A-Gift
Health Services
The Health Service office is your medical care. center. A broad range of speciality clinics,
twenty-four hour medical service, and routine laboratory procedures are included among the
benefits which you will have from the Health Service fee. Treatment may be received on a walk-in
basis or an appointment may be made in person or by telephone. Professional and confidential
attention is assumed.

Freshmen Center
The Freshmen Center has been established to meet the academic and personal needs of freshmen
students. The center is staffed on a full-time basis by faculty advisors, academic administrators,
and peer counselors.
,
The center is open Monday - Friday, 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Counseling Center
Located on the 1st floor of the Grove Street Building. The Counseling Center serves the college
community by providing professional counseling, testing, consultation and research services.
Appointments may be made by calling Extension 1331 or by walking into the Center.
The Center is open 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Monday through Friday.
Career Planning and Placement
The Career Planning and Placement Center is located on the ground level of the Student Union.
It provides job hunting resources and workshops, counseling services and workshops, counseling
services, on-campus recruiting, credential services and job postings to assist students in finding
employment.
Materials to start your placement file may be picked up in the Office.

lotion, etc. Consideration
Dr. Tracy Bald rate is again
might also be given to
.sponsoring Give-A-Gift, a
selected games, small radios
campus program to provide
and calculators. Money con~
Christmas gifts for residents
tributions will .also be
of Paul A. Dever State
accepted (please make checks
School. This annual underpayable to Paul A. Dever
taking gives faculty, staff and
State School). Gifts do not
students an opportunity to
have to be wrapped.
donate items to be used for
Donations may be left
gifts for these mentally
through December 19th at
retarded individuals. As you
Dr. Baldrate's office (Burrill
are aware, State budgets are
Avenue Academic Building-restrictive; this program supRoom 244) or with the Speplements the minimal gift
. cial Education Office (Burrill
giving done by the school.
·This year there is again a
Avenue Academic Building,
first floor, Room 122). For
need for mens' and womens\
further information, please
toiletry and cosmetic items
contact Dr. Baldrate at 697such as deodorant. shampoo,
1200, Extension 22 39.
shaving cream, after shave
lotion, hair brushes, hand

WBIM
Profile

Catholic Center
The Catholic Center has mass daily and Confessions before or after Mass or anytime upon
request. You are invited to use the facilities for study research and prayer. The library offers more
that 3,000 books and typewriters and typing areas are-available. The Center also offers a Spaghetti
Supper every Thursday evening at 5:00 p.m. and you may sign up anytime.
The C~nter is open daily from 8:00 a.m. to 11 :00 p.m.
Transportation
The Bridgewater State College Transit System provides campus shuttle services as well as
connecting service to Brockton throughout the year. Bus transportation is available froll.l the
. ·-·- .. ••o~D1tt o( Btidgew.

.

.

.

Student Services (697-1277).
A ride board, located in the Student Union across from the Bookstore facilitates communication
between students who desire to set up car pools or who can provide transportation tq various parts
of New England or the Country.
During evening hour, campus bus service is available between Shea/ Durgin and the Student
Apartments and the lower campus. Schedules are posted in most colle~e buildings.

To Thank Our Many
Loyal Custo111ers
we're offering the foil owing
SUPER SPECIAL
(For Orders to go only!) ·
Buy any 3 Grinders at regular price, receive
one. Italian or J\n:ierican or Saus;age or Meatball
LARGE SIZE GRINDER

FREE

OFFER GOOD UNTIL JANUARY 15, 1985

\t

••

CAMPUS PIZZA

Name: Maureen Kelly
Age: 21
Hometown: Plymouth
Shift: DJ Saturday and Sunday 7.1JOpm-9:00pm, News Monday
12:00

. Maureen Kelly, a Speech Communications major with the
class of 1985, is currently serving as the News Director aWBIM
after formetly being on the news staff. She is alsoWBIM's
reporter <ff SGA events.
Hobbies for Maureen include writing poetry, short stories,
songs,· etc.; while men, ice cream, and kangaroos are listed as
things ofinterest. She also enjoys pretty sunsets, warm fires, and
bulky sweaters, and is discouraged by inanimate objects.and red
tape.
Other than having success and happiness, Maureen simply
wishes to see the world before she dies and to live her life to the
fullest. Maureen's soft but strong personality has greatly been a
factor in the success of the news department: atWBIM this
semester, as well in portraying the image of the station. WBIM
has. given me an ~xperience to last a lifetime."
Maureen can be heard on the air from 7:00 -'9:00 p.m. on
Saturday and Sunday nights, as well as on Monday at 12:00 for
the midday news only on 91.3NBIM.

SPRING BREAK

IT

MAKES A BIG DIFFERENCE!
FOR PEOPLE. WHO APPRECIATE H'OMEMADE
FOOD AND DE~AND ~HIGH QUALITY;

Help sponsor. your
Ft. Lauderdale trip and you
go for FREE!

*SUPER HOT GRINDERS *GARDEN SALADS *HOMEMADE SPAGHETTI·
CAMPUS. PLAZA, BRIDGEWATER.

697·3336

BREAK

LUV the Sun?
7 nights I 8 days
in Ft. Lauderdale

TRY US

Join 2000 other
college students for a
winter break ski fest at
Killington-from $177 00

from $109° 0

~

I.IP.,« f"''' 4t
. (800) 368-2006 TOLL FREE

WINTER

;.
(800) 368·2006 TOLL FREE
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The Comment

The Program
Committee·is
Working· For You!

I could advocate things for the thoughts before you go?"
student body. As President,·
people look up to you - people .
Magoon: "I ~nj oyed it - (I
listen to you, even if they think gained) valuable experience. I
you're an ass .. ,but they listen. . got to know people, develop
As President I could get things .friendships which is very, very,
done, like· changing the eviction very pleasant."
policy. I wanted to do this as
Attorney General, but I hadn't
Carreiro, who looked more
the power. (Also), the job took than frantic when The Comup too much qf my time. I am a ment caught up to him,
sensitive guy and I do things all responded that he had a few defof the way ... now I can give all of inite things that he wanted to see
my energies to my studies; I accomplished before he left in
The Student Union Program
don't have to do dinky jobs (for December.
Committee is a dynamite group
example, if a letter was written
of 24 students who combine
Murphy: "What do you
to Magoon, for any reason, he
their talents to . bring Bridgehad to respond as soon as pos- intend to do in your last three
water State some of the finest
sible) ... it got on my nerves. I weeks?"
events available in New
didn't get paid, I didn't get credEngland.
.
Carreiro: ··survive. Things
its (unlike other campuses).
The Program Committee is
"I learned something this year are getting hectic, unnecessarily
divided into four general sub- how to deal with people. It's so ... "
committees; Entertainment,
"On Wednesday. December
such a trite phrase but it is true. I
Communications, Fine Arts and
5, at 4:30 p.m., I'll be appearing
also 'learned how things run Educational Services. Each subhow to make things better. Get before the Student Union Board
committee is alloted a limited
the feel on how to advocate of Governors. They, hopefully,
budget for the fiscal school.year
things. Also my public speaking will approve the relocation of
the Student Government offices and uses the money to create
got better - say things slow that's the thing."
to what is presently the Campus student activities. A heavy
Murphy: "During the SGA organization offices. If majority of the activities are
meeting you mentioned that you approved, the work should be subsided by the Program Comhave had health problems. What completed at the start of the mittee in order to reduce the
price of events to the students of
exactly are they ~ are they second semester.
"Wednesday, and Thursday Bridgewater State.
serious?"
The Entertainment subMagoon: "I have been ill. I (December 5 and 6), the SGA
committee
has recently preswill
be
collecting
non-perishable
don't want to talk about it, it's
ented
bands
and disc-jockeys in
food
items
directly
across
from.
my business."
Murphy: "What will you be The Comment between the the Rat as well as Ballroom
doing next semester now that hours of9:00 a.m. and 3:00 p.m. events such as "Metro Night."
you will not be involved with All food collected will be given This is where two giant video
screens accompanied by the
to· the S.H.A.R.E. project.
SGA?"
"Hopefully the Senate will latest videos in stereo, provided
Magoon: "(I'll be) working on
pprove my proposed Senate a fun night for all. Looking for,things next semester: a co-op;
Committee
changes on Tuesday ward, the Entertainment subthe weight room; try to look into
night.
committee will be presenting
commuter issues (such as park'"My ultimate goal is to keep
"The Commuters" this Thurs·... ing}. C}\lsoJ)will look into why
th{f
ship
steady
until
my
succesqay
December 7th.
~C!ltooltjli(seems) to be allowsor
is
elected.
I
will
be
looking
The
,Communications Subing too many students into it.
. committee has presented. very
But I can't spread myself too forward to making the· transithin --' that's why I am leaving tion as easy as possible for the successful iectures with author
newly elected President. The Ton:M'olfe ("TheRight Stuff")
(the Presidency)."
beauty of Student Government as well
author and head hunis· (that) no matter how impor- ter, Dick Irish who spoke about
Murphy: "Now that you are·
leaving, officially, do you have tant you think you are, you can the job market, supporting his
any sort of parting words or and wiU be replaced eventually."

as

Photo: Ed Donahue
latest novel Go Hire Yourself an
Employer providing practical
advice for all on job hunting.
·Communications is look"ing forward to a lecture ·with Vern
Jarad, Channel 7 News Anchor
and host of Meet the Press in
February.
The Fine Arts sub-committee
sponsors the Art Gallery on the
third floor of the Union and
presented the smashing success
•'A Christmas Carol" by the
Nebraska Theatre Caravan last
Friday, November. 30th. Fine
Arts is looking forward to a rare
piano performance· by Bridgewater State's own Henry Santos
in February as well as the Chinese Magic Circus in May.
The Educational Sevices sub-

committee has presented
dynamic events such as hypnotist James Mapes as well as the
always successful NevNork City
bus trip held last Saturday, Dec.
l.
Educational Services is currently working on two trips~
Smugglers Notch during·winter
break and an undisclosed trip
still ii1 the making for Spring
Break (possibly the Bahamas).
It's true that the Program
Committee presents great events
that benefit BSC students. in
many aspects, but the nicest
, thing about the P.C. is that they
work as a team- to bring Bridge- ·
water State some of the finest
events around.

GARFl.ELD® by. Jim Davis
WHAT A TRAGIC 5CE.NARIO. ·~
'' OWNE.R LEAVE5 FOR WE.EK •••

CAT LOCKS SELF OUT OF MOOSE. •••

HEY, WAii A MINUTE 11 CONTROL
MY. Pf'. ST INY! £ PON'i 1-tAVf. 10
5TAFWE. ON THE FRONT PORCH!

HELP WANTED: PARTTIME position ·available for

CAT STARVES ON FRONT PORCH''

college student to represent travel
company on c~mpu's. Earn
commission, free travel and work
experience. Contact:

Beachcomber Tours, Inc.
1325 Millersport Highway,,
Williamsville, New York
14221 (716) 632-3723

Attorney
DONALD BADGE

-·•·

,Every Tues. & Thurs .
.3 - 7 p.~.

1 GOTTA FIGt.JRE A WAY
TO MEET SOME CHICKS

51RIKING- MANLY P05E.6

DOE5N 'i ·SE'.E.M TO
0E DOING·rr

DECEMBER 1984
TUESDAY

. I

THURSDAY

4

6

11
18

13
20

S.G.A. Office
or

Co1:4ncil .Chambers

Free to All
B.S.C. Students

·.····comment

en
Monday
Assorted Juices
Assorted Cold Cereal
Fresh Fruit
Cheese Omlet
Waffles
Assorted Donu1s
Toast; butter; jelly

Clam Cho~der
Chicken on a Bun
Tacos
French Fries
Green Beans

Clam Chowder
Italian Sausage Subr ..
Beef Stroganoff
Baked Cod

Rice
Corn
Peas

SEE THE BEAUTIFUL BAHAMAS!

Tuesday
Assorted Juices
Assorted Cold Cereal
Fresh Fruit
Scrambles Eggs
Pancakes w/Bacon
Assorted Donuts
Toast/butter/jelly

Chicken Rice f._up
Beef Noodle flu Gratin
BBQ on a Bun
Sliced Carrots

Chicken Rice Soup
Baked MQcaroni & Cheese
Chicken.Cutlet Parmesan
French Fries
Italian Mixed Vegetables
Broccoli
French Bread

Wednesday
Assorted Juices
Assorted Cold Cereals
Fresh Fruit
Cheese Omelet
French Toast .
Assorted Donuts
Toast/butterijelly

Corn Chowd,er
Pizza
Turkey Tetrazzini.
Potato Puffs
French Cut Green Beans

Corn Chowder
Pork Chops w/.Stuffing
v. Pounders w/ Bacon
Hot Apple Sauce
Mashed Potatoes
Squash
Ori_ental Blend Vegetables

The

STUDENT UNION PROGRAM

COMMITTEE
would like to offer you the chance to see
The beach is in walking
distance but, there is
also a free shuttle
running to the beach
every hour!

Freeport, BAHAMAS!!

Thursday
Assorted Juices
Assorted Cold Cereals
Fresh Fruit
Scrambled Eggs
Sausage
Pancakes w/syrupAssorted Donuts
Toast/butter/jelly

Vegetable Soup
Meatball Subs
Fish Square on a Bun
Cauliflower
Onion Rings

Vegetable Soup
Shaken' Bake Chicken
Meatloaf w/gravy
Oven Brown Potatoes .
Corn
Zuchini w/Tomato.

Clam Chowder
Tuna Casserole
Grilled Cheese
French Fries
Sliced Beets

Clam Chowder
Stuffed Filet of Sole
Lasagna w/Meatsauce
.Onion Rings
Spinach
Carrots

Friday
Ai.;sorted Juices
Assorted Cold Cereal
Fresh fruit
Cheese Omelet
Waffles
Assorted Donuts
Toast/butter/jelly

Saturday Brunph
Assorted Juices
Assorted Cold Cereals
Fresh Fruit
.Eggs to Order
French Toast
-\ssorted Donuts
Toast/butter/jelly

Minestrone 86~p
Hot Pastrami on a Bun
Grilled Pepper Steak
French Fries
·Peas

DURING SPRING BREAK!
$389 .00 is an inclusive price:
airfare
7 nights hotel
taxes

Minestrone Soup
Roast Leg of Lamb
Franks & Suns
I brown bread
Oven Brown Potatos
Green Beans ,
Cauliflower ,

Sunday Brunch
Assorted Juices .

Beef Nooole Soup

AF.sr_e!s~hn~~r!u·~,t~~Ce~r!ea~1.,_
__~c~o~ld~C~ut~l~ta~r~1a~n~S~u~b~..,_~~~~~~~~~~.._.......,,..;;.m-m~~~~.Jlll.,.liiiii~!jiil!t!lili1~...-;~~~~~illi!i1!lll~lil!!llllillll!!ll!lilllllllll~~~~~~~~~~~li1Jml;!~~·,""""'"'--~~-~·"~lt
r
hie en Croquettes w
Eggs to Order

Waffles
Sausages
AsEorted Donuts
Toast/butter/jellv.

Supreme Sauce
Home Fries
Sliced Car:~..ts

Broccoli
Corn

Spring Break from p. 1
Bridgewater.
Senator-At-Large Denis
Lawrence also agrees with these
points, but points to the tradition of Spring Break as ~nother
angle to view this debate. "The
;dea of Spring Break has
become a tradition in just about
every university and college in
the United States,'' said Lawrence. "Whether or not you go
to Florida, the Bahamas, work
or rest, the fact of the matter is,
students look forward to ~hose

two weeks in March."
Some of the pros of the·
extended week in Janua.ry can
be ..balanced off with cons. Stuw
dents argue that the extra week
will give them an extra pay
check. That is balanced out by
others saying that that time
could be made up with the two
weeks in March.
·
The Comment will keep you
up to date on the final decision
that is reached concerning this
issue.

College New Year's Party
in Excftlng Montreal

Only
Prio•
on

lll•••d

-.lU&d OCCUD&noy

$49
PLUS s·19 TAX a SERVICE

3 Days - 2 Nights at the
HOTEL SHERBOURG Downtown Montreal
PRICE INCLUDESi
Round trip transportation via
luxury temperature controlled
Motor Coach.
·
NEW YEAR'S PARTY OPTIONS
Option #1 $15.00. additional
New Year's Eve at the famous
OLD ~UNICH RESTAURANT, including:
Transportation, admission, and
complimentary toast. Hats, noisemakers, favors, plus dancing to
the music of an authentic
German B·ra,ss Band.
Option ft2 $29. ·oo additional
5 Hours of Open Bar
with FREE Buffet at
Selective Night Clubs in
Downtown Montreal
Please note:
As of November 15,
Town Tours Reservations will be

prinking Age 18
Town Tours & Travel
482 Main Street Malden Ma 02148

The winner of the Thanksgiving
turkey raffle at tbe. Bookstore ~as
MARCY SINGER

.itz~:..:;~~,a;;;.;~~-~:.::..':;.;,:.:.:..',:;1;;.;:~·.L:;l;c1':~';,:.:~'.1'..:~;.L;;;:4;:;;,:~:.::BhmcuJi.d:.Aoa1bM.t;\·

processed by a .centralized computer
system to speed up operations with

regards t.o ticket inquirees and
bookings.

.Call the Special New Y'ears Line Now-. 321-3993
DEPAR~URE:

DECEMBER.)Oth****.RETURNi JANUARY lat
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Bears Business
By Mike Storey
Staff Writer
The winter sports season is
now in full swing with both the
wrestling and s~im teams opening up this past weekend.
The men's Wrestling team traveled to Plymouth State Where
they competed with seven other
teams: Expected to do well are
captain Greg '"Wilson (150-lb)
and Kevin Gardiner (126-lb)
who were both All-New England performers last season.
The Women's Swim team traveled to iegis College for their
first meetl of the season. Veteran
diver Kim Hill leads a solid team
that has tripled in size to give
them the much-needed depth
they lacked last season.
The Men's Basketball team
(2-3) are getting on track as they
captured the Babson Invitational over the Thanksgiving
Day weekend. During the tournament they defeated Suffolk
(87-73) and host Babson (78-65).
Following that they lost a shootout to Westfield State (101-93)
in which co-captain Mark Dias
scored 30 points in a losing
effort.
The Women's Basketball

team (2-1), after dropping ai.
(85-75) decision to Rhode Island
College, took out their frustrations on Westfield State College
in their home opener by putting
the Owls away (71-43) in an
excellent exhibition of fastbreak
basketball. Leading scorers for
the Lady Bears were Cathy
Baker (14), Fran Leeman (14),
Joann Runge ( 10), and Chris
Choukas ( l 0). Baker is currently
scoring 20 points per game while
hauling in 12 rebounds a game.
This past Saturday the Lady
Bears traveled traveled to Eastern Connecticut State who are a
perennial Division III power.
Men's and women's Intramural Basketball began last week
with (34) teams in the men's division and ( 14) in the women's.
Indoor Coed Soccer opens up
tomorrow night (Tuesday) with
(IO) teams competing this year.
The intramural Bowling
league has started with approximately (25) bowlers hitting the
lanes on Tuesday afternoons at
(4:00). There is still room for
more so if you've interested,
show up at the Academy Lanes
and ask for Maria Mauro.
The Ski Trip to Bolton Valley, Vermont is on. The weekend
excursion (Feb. 1-3) is onl~

$100.00 which includes Condominium accomodations, lift
tickets Jmd transportation. A
$50.00 deposit is needed by Dec.
7 to reserve a spot for you.
The Kelly Gym will be officially closed as of Sunday,
December 9th for night recreation. A pool schedule during
exams will be printed in next
week's Comment.
Sidelines: Women's hoopster
Joann Runge recently returned
form the Thanksgiving Day
Break with a nasty "hickie" on
her leg. When asked about her
predicament she responded with
a smile, "You should see the
ones that don't show"... Athletic
Director Bo Ruggiero recently
joined the '"Perm of the Month.
Club "... After their first adventure into the "A" Division the
Over The Hill Gang is starting to
live up to its name ... Field
hockey tough Karen Frederico
was recently involved in a pugilistic assault at the Maxwell
Library. Her defenseless victim
Laurie Rota still may press
·charges ...
Well its time to crack open
those books that haven't seen
daylight since you bought them
in September. Exams are only
ten days away!
·
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Spring Semester biJls were mailed on Friday, November 30, 1984, to
student home addresses. DUE DATE for payment in full is DECEMBER 19,
1984.. Be suire to make necessary arrangements for payment to prevent
~l!llliJii4~~.y~ttr 'Spring Semester Schedule of Classes from being dropped.
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Winter Athletic
Schedules

I.

~---<

!II

H

A

A

8:00
8:00
6:00

H* 8:00
A 7:30
A* 8:00
H 8:00
H' 8:00

TBA
A*
H*,
H*
A

A
A
H*
A*

H
H*
H*
A*

A
A*
A*

8:00
8:00
4:00
8:00
8:00
']'.:30
8:00
8:00
8:00
8:00
8:00
8:00
6:00
4:00
8:00

Nov. 17
20
27
Dec. 1
4
6
8

11
Jan.12

15
17
19

22
23
26
29
Feb. 2

4
. 6
9
12
14
16
18

20
22

Castleton State
Rhode·lsland College
Westfield State
Eastern Conn. State
Wheaton College
Salem State
Kean College
Gordon College
Salve Regina
Fitchburg State
Framingham State
North Adams State
U-Mass/Boston
Roger Williams College
Eastern Nazarene Coll.
S.M.U.
Worcester State
Framingnam State
Clark University
Salem State
Fitchburg State
Westfield State
Plymouth State
North Adams State
Worcester State
W.P.I.
* MASCAC Contests

* MASCAC Contests
Coach: Mark Champagne

Coach:

Bo Ruggiero

rrlli

./·

Do You Know •••

A

3:30
7:00
H* 6:00
A
2:00
H, 7:00
A* 6:00
H 6:00
A
7:00
7:00
H
A* 6:00
H* 6:00
H* 2:00

A

A

7:30'

A
H

6:00
7:00
7:00
6:00
6:00
6:00
6:00
6:00

A

H*
A*
H
H*
H*
A* 6:00

A

4:00

A* 2:00
A* 6:00
H

7:00

I
I

*8,900.- 10,000 homeless and hungry people exist i,n
the Greater Boston area?
~
*3,000 of _these are in the city of Boston alone?

I

Women's Basketball

Men's Basketball

m t:

S.11. A. R.E~

Ii
Ii
Nov. 17 Eastern Nazarene
20 Curry College
24/25' Babson Coll. Tourn.
(Suffolk - Bridgewater
Babson - Curry)
27 Westfield State
Dec. '1 U~Mass/ Boston
6 Salem State
8 Salve Regina
11 Anna Maria College
28/29 Stonehill College Tourn.
(Bridgewater- Stonehilt
S.M.U. - Lowell)
Jan. 15 Fitchburg State
17 Framingham State
19 North Adams State
23 Roger Williaml? Coll.
28 S.M.U.
30 Nichols College
Feb. 2 Worcester State
4 Framingham State
B Curry College
9 Salem State
12 Fitchburg State
14 Westfield State
16 Plymouth State
18. North Adams State
20 Worcester State

r/ ~I . .
·~f
. ,. ?· ·LQ~

I: *St.

I

And In our own area...

I
I

II

Paul's Episcopal Church, Brockton serves 200
hungry people four days a week?
ii

I

•Mainspring House Shelter for the Homeless, Brockusually houses between s-5-40 people a night? §
(Several of these are homeless families)
,

I1 ton,

II

. .

*6,000 people in the Brockton Area are receiving·
food stamps?

i .

What Can We Do To Help?.

!5

I
I
I

DECIDEi That's all it takes! Decide now! A little from
your heart, a little from your hand, and the needs of
many will vanish ... not for a lifetime, but maybe for a
season. As you celebrate the holidays, celebrate also
1the opportunitytoaffectthe lives of others po~itively.

I

I

1
1

Please/ M~ke .Your Contrlbu~lon to S.H.A.R.E.
HUNGER

A~':frlNESS WEEK

December 3 - 6

I

.~..,.,~
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SSC All-Stars Named
Bridgewater State College
recently had seven fall athletes
various all conferselected
ence teams in New England.
From a field hockey team that
went (10-2-4) on the year and
competed in the ECAC championship, three players were
selected to the MASCAC all
confere nee team. Honored were
<;enior goalkeeper Lynne Ben~

to

nett (Chelmsford, MA) who finished with an incredible- (0.44)
goals against average and nine
(9) shutouts. Senior forward_
Denise Davis (Plymouth, MA),
the team's leading goal scorer (8)
and captain Marcia Good (Plymouth, MA)'were also named to
the team.
Davis also was selected to the
"regional" All American team

~®©~D@ITTI . ~~
By Jack Murray

9

___
sta..ff_Writer_ _

by the College t1eld HocKey
Coaches' Association and was
honorable· mention as a
'"national" All Americ,i:m.
In women's volleyball (13-5)
the Lady Bears placed two setters on the MASCAC all conference squad. Both senior captain
Cara LaConti (Lynnfiela, MA)
and junior Christine Thomason
(Attleboro, MA) made the team
for the first time.
In football {2-7) the Bears had
sophomore punter Gary Camarillo named to the New England
Football Conference (NEFC)
all conference team. Gary led
the NEFC in punting with a. 37 .0
average. Junior defensive tackle
Bob Fries (Whitman, MA) .was
an honorable mention all conf ere nee selection.

Photo: Ed Donahue
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Hoopsters Win Tourney

If the turkey tasted good .on
Well as 1984, and this semester comes. to an end, so does my
Thanksgiving the leftovers
contribution to Section 32. Due to academic pressures in the
tasted even better for the
upcoming semester I will be 4nable to participate in this endeamembers of the BSC men's basvor. This column along with its writer has changed since its
ketball team as they polished off
inception The foundations of this column lay in the early qays ~ Suffolk University and Babson
of September, when everyone was scrambling around preparing
College .to win the annual Babfor the first edition of the year. Being a novice to newspaper, but
son Invitational in Wellesley last
weekend.
willing to-participate, I was given th~ task to cC?:me up with a type
of Will McDonough, off-beat view of the latest sport happenThe Bears, winless going into
ings. As this column developed, so did I, and Section 32 became
the tournament, played inspired
a part of myself, a part I was willing to share with. anyone willing
basketball against s uffolk ·in the·
to listen .. .! mean read. I'm proud ofSection 32, both column
opening round downing the ·
and content. I hoped it served a purpose, whether to agree or
legal beagles (87-73). Junior
disagree with, to inform, to improve your reading skills, to help
·Bob DiBari led all scorers with
you win millions on· football cards, to use as a lining to your
25 points, followed by freshman
birdcage or just to enjoy.
. Steve Pendenza .. (19) and. co•
However this was not-a one-man effort. The constant help,·· - ·-captalnMa'rk Dias.(16).
assistance and brains(or lack of) of many of my friends and
The Bears followed that up
colleagues helped me in more ways than I can think of.
with an even better effort
To those of you who listened to me rant and rave, thanks. To
against host Babson stunning
those who motivated me to get the damn colurtm in before the
the Beavers (78-65). Mark Dias
printers came to pick up the copy, Greg, thank you.
took scoring honors.· this. time
· To the people who read my column( Hi Mom). I thank you: I
with -(25) ·.·points. ·Workhorse
always heard some sort of feedback .. You didn't have to agree
Steve Pendenia chipped in wit?!"
with what I belieyed, but you weren't supposed to. But you never.
( 19) and 12 rebounds. The real
story of this game was the.play
let me down. You never gave me any negative feedb.ack. You
always backed me up and supported my right to free speech.
of freshman point guard John
To my friends who listened to me and praised me wh_~n you
Souza who controlled the
were probably bored to tears, you won't have to put up with that
offense like a veteran dishing
anymore.
. ·
out nine assists. He constantly
To all, l wish the best with finals, the Holidays, and next
defied the Babson press getting
semester, may they be the best yet!
the ball up the court without any
But most of all, a special .thanks to Ply.mouth-Carver High
mistakes.
·
School's gymnasium for the use of and the inspiration for
. For an outstanding weekend
Section 32.
Mark Dias was named ' 4 Most
Valuable Player" of the tourney.
Section 32's Super Spectacular Annual -First Ever Holiday
· Pendenza was named to the "all
Awards.
tourney" team for his outstanding inside work.
The BOSTON RED SOX are the winners of the - BRITISH
COAL MINERS A WARD f 01 ·the ejjective teamwork.· they
· have provided to their weary Jans.
The BOSTON CELTICS are the winners of the - 1984·
WORLD'S CHAMPIONSHIP for obvoius reasons;
The BOSTON BRUINS are the winners of the - PERPETUAL WAIT-'TIL-NEXT YEAR.AWARD. They just can't·
seem to put it together, but I still love 'em.
.
·
'.The NEW ENGLAND PATRIOTS are the winners of the JOHN WAYNE GUTS A WARD for performing so well under
such difficult conditions (i.e. the Sulliv~n Family). ·
The SULLIVAN FAMILY (ORGANIZATION) are the
winners of the • MOAMMAR QUADDAFI LEADE¥HIP
and CHARM SCHOOL A WARD for insanity abof!e and
beyond the .call of duty.
.,
·
DOUG FLUTIE is the winner of the -BIG THINGS COME
JN SMALL PACKAGES A WARD for inspiration to small
people everywhere.
.
·
The REST OF THE BOSTON COLLEGE 'FOOTBALL
TEAM are. the winners of the • LIMELIGHT A·WARD for
doing most of the work and receiving little the credit.
BOB LOBEL and CHANNEL 4 are the winners of the - BO
RUGGIERO GIRL'S BASKETBALL.TEAM BROCHURE
·A WARD for their outgoing effort in selling one commodity
(Celtic T~shirts).
.
.
·
_
The SECTION 32 reacJers are the winners of this ·writer's
appreciation, gratitude, and BEST JJ'ISHES !!!
Happy 2J.st birthday to Deb Santheson and to ME on Jan.
15th. Special hellos to Sandy, Crash, Xena, Mona Rhinestone,
and Steve•. l/APPYHOLIDA YS!!!!!!!f.

BSG's Gary Camarillo

Head coach Mark Cham-

BSC fofward 'Bob DiBari shoots over an Eastern f.jazarene
defender in the Bears season opener. Photo: Laurie Rota
pagne was extremely pleased
with his team's performance.
~·we're starting to play more as a
team now. We improved so
much _even in just one night,
from the Suffolk to the Babson
game. The guys are playing with
a lot more confidence and a lot
more. praise. It was~ good win·
for all of us."

There's a t9t· of new. faces on the Bears bench this season.

Freshman players who performed well in addition to
Souza and Pendenza were Rich
Ma Guire, Jeff Barry, Frank
Sinewick and. Chuck Jaehnig.
With the constantiniprovement
of this group, this is going to be a
fun bunch to watch for seasons
to come.

Photo: _Laurie Rota

